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SYNOPSIS
This paper describes some expedient applications of elementary optical principles to the evaluation of glass-bead reflectorizing sys tems for
highway signs and markerse

The optical function of spherical lenses in

achieving

is illustrated both photographically and dia-

reflex~refle ction

grarmnaticallye

Various optical designs are discussed and analyzed.,

By

simple geometric optics, the efficiency of these systems is correlated
with the practical performance criteria for retro-directive reflectorizationo
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During the past several years various commercial interests have developed or proposed numerous devices as systems for reflectorizing highway
signs and markerso

Some of them have gained widespread acceptance while

others have been rejected or replaced by more recent innovationso

The

commensurate efforts on the part of highway agencies have been directed
toward evaluations 3 specifications$ and performance criteriao

As a partial

consequence of this 9 most of the literature on the subject deals more with
those particular phases rather than with the theoretical aspects of reflectorization (1 .9 2.9 & 3) o
Perhaps this omission has been due to the fact that most of the basic
optical principles of reflectorization can be worked out from information
found in any good college physics booko

It is, however, the contention

here that this knowledge and understanding is essential to the judicious
selection of reflective systemso

This paper is, then, dedicated to the

documentation of some of the theoretical aspects relating spherical lens
optics to retro-directive reflectorizationo

Performance Criteria

~~

The performance criteria for reflective highway

signs are dictated largely by practical trigonometryo

Very simply,

the

tangent of the angle between the beam of light from an automobileVs headlamp and the line of sight of the driver to a distance ahead is equal to
the vertical di stance between the driver ' s eyes and the headlamps divided
by t he di stru1ce aheado

If the driver us eyes are two feet above the head-

lamps and a s ign is 400 feet ahead 9 the angle is approximately
to a distance of

25

1/4°

whereas

feet ahead 9 the angle increases to approximat ely 4-l/2° e
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Only the light reflected back through this conical divergence angle is of
any use to the drivero
Due to the fact that signs are set-off from the path of the vehicle s
the angle between the incident beam and the normal to the surface of the
sign may be as little as 1° at 400 feet and increase to 30° at 25 feeto
Thus 9 the angularity requirements for a retro-directive sign surface are
two=foldg

it must return a substantial portion of the light backward

along the incident beam 9 and it must preserve that
large angles of orientationo
ter-ms

11

reflexn or

11

proper~

even through

The redundant but necessarily descriptive

retro-directive reflection" have been ascribed to re-

flective systems capable of exhibiting those characteristicso

Reflector Catagories

~

Basically$ reflectors are a sub-classification of

secondary luminous sources which may be defined as "Arry source that is
luminous by vir tue of reflection or transmission of luminous flux from or
through the surface 11

(4).,

Reflection $ excluding the reflex type J has

been further divided into two general typesg

diffuse and specular.,

Accordinglyg

"An ideal di ffuse reflecting surface reflects all luminous flux
in such a geometric manner that the brightness of the object is
constant (with respect to the viewing angle)no

"An ideal specular surface reflects all luminous flux received
by it. at an angle of reflection equal to the angle of incidence.,"(4)
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DIFFUSE
Fig. 1:

.s

SPECULAR

REFLEX

Figure 1 gives a somewhat idealized generalization of the difference
in reflection patterns for t he three fundamental categorieso

In both the

diffuse and specular typess the pattern of reflection is symmetrical about
the normal to the surfaceo

In the ref lex

type ~

however, the pattern is

synnnetrical about the line ...Jf incidence from source '18 11 o
One example of a diffusing-type sign is a weathered or chalking
painted surfaceo

Since it exhibits a hemispherical pattern of reflection 3

the intensity of reflection at any distance in front of the si gn varies
inversely as the square of that distanceo

Thus t he reflection intensity

would be about 250 times greater at 25 feet t han it would be at 400 feeto
In the second case, or the specular

type~

the specular vectors are

shown as simply added to or superimposed upon t he pattern of diffuse re=
flectiono
surfaceo

This is a condition approached by a fresh unweathered enamel
By

assuming unit illumination at the surf ace, a fractional re-

lationship must exist between the degree of diffusivity and t he degree of
specularity in the reflected lighto

Greater ref lection in a particular

direction can be achieved only by sacrificing reflection in other directionso
The rougher t he texture of the surf ace 9 the more it

scatter~

the li ghto

The smoother the surface 9 the more it tends to reflect an image of the
sourceo

Glass-Bead Reflectorization - - Figure 2 shows a photomicro graph of a typical
reflecting surface in which minute spherical lenses or glass beads are used
to achieve reflex characteristicso

-

•

These glass beads are in the

I
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Fig. 2 :

Photomicrograph of a Typical Glass-Bead Reflectorizing
System
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order of Ool5 m mo to Oo05 rnmo in diameter and are imbedded to their equatorial plane in a pignmented resinous or plastic matrix adhering to the
sign stocko

Each of these minute glass beads acts as a

~ns

which gathers

in the incident light 9 focuses it upon an underlying surface 9 and returns
the reflection therefrom back toward the sourceo

Since the sizes of the

beads are below the normal resolution of the eye 9 viewed even at arms
length 9 the surface seems to luminesce when viewed within the cone of
reflex reflectiono
of legibilityo

This is particularly advantageous from the standpoint

The legend is simply painted over the beads giving a large

luminous area as the background for dark non-reflecting letters and designo
Other lens systems 9 such as

reflector buttons 9 are large enough to be re-

solved individually as points of high glare even under distant viewing
conditionso

Elementary Optics

-=

As a practical approach to the theoretical analysis

of this optical system 9 Figure 3 shows an actual photograph of a single
glass sphere in the path of a restricted but collimated beam of light
incident from the lefto

It is clearly shown that the light is converged

to a focal point behind the sphereo

The position of the focal point for

a spherical lens is governed by the refractive index of the p art icular
glasso

The convention is to express focal lengths in terms of the radius

and with respect to the optical center of the lenso

Fortunately 9 for a

complete sphere 9 its optical center is coincident with the center of the
sphereo

Focal lengths are related to the radius of curvature and r e-

fractive index by t he simplified equationg

9

Fig. J:

Photograph showing Convergence of Light by a singl e Glass
Sphere.
A beam of parallel light rays is incident from the left.

F g. 4:

Photograph Illustrating the Function of a Spherical Lens in

flex Reflection.

r om the left.

Here again, a beam of parallel light rays is inci dent

The rays are converged onto a s pecular-typ e r eflecting

s r face which returns the li ght back into the sphe r e whe r e it is re-c oll i mated
ong t h e path of t h e incident beam.

Fig.

5:

This photograph illustrates ~he diver gen~ character of
light returned through the sphere when t h e reflecting
surf ace is positioned in front of the focal p oint .
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f

in which f

rr
r

=focal

ur

= -2~(~u':-o-1~)-

length measured from center of the sphere

= refractive index of the
=radius of the sphere

Assuming a refractive index of
oridinary glasses 9

£ is

glass with res pect to air

lo5 ~

which is an approximate value for

calculated to be 3/2 times r or a distance equal

to 1/2 ~behind the trailing surfaceo

Thi s is approximately the condi-

tion shown photographically in Figure 3 o
If a reflecting sur face is pos i tioned at the focal point and normal

to the incident beam 9 then the li ght is reflected back into the sphere and
is re-collimated back thr ough the incident beamo
illustrated photo graphically in Figure 4o

This condition is also

In the photograph,

howeve r ~

the

light going into the latter lies inside the boundries of the incident beamo
The reflecting surface used here was a piece of aluminum foil having high
specular characteristicso

Some scattering or

diffusion ~ however ~ m~

be

noted at the surface in the photo grapho
If a high degree of retro-direction is to be achi eved , the position
of the reflector with respect to the focal point is very criticale

If

positioned behind the focal point, t hen it receives diverging light from
the lens

and ~

due to the greater angle of incidence upon t he

large portion of the light reflected

m~

miss the s phere enti relye

system theref ore loses part of its former efficiencyo
opposit e
foca~

extreme ~

surface ~

a

The

Considering the

with the reflecting surface positioned in f ront of the

point, converging light strikes the surface and is returned t hrough

1.3

=

the sphere in a widely diverging cone as mown in Figure So

7

In this case 9

a large circular area of the surface is illuminated by converging light
which is reflected into the lens rather than away from it as beforee

Sub-

stituting a diffusing-type reflecting surface does not alter the operation
of the system appreciablye
through
sameo

scattering ~

A greater portion of the light

m~

be lost

but the mechanics of operation are essentially the

If the lens is improperly positioned with respect to the reflecting

surface 9 diffusion may compensate to some degree for that imperfectione
With further reference to the relationship between focal lengths ani
radius of the sphere9 in the equation f ~ ur/2(u-l)~
increaseso

!

increases as ~

Obviously larger lenses must be spaced at a greater distance

from the reflecting surfaceo
glass approaches 2o0 9

Further ~

£ approaches

~o

as the refractive index of the
If

£ is

equal to

~9

then the focal

point is coincident with the trailing surface of the spbereo

As the re-

fractive index increases above 2o0 9 the focal point moves inside the
sphere; which means 9 of course 9 that it is impossible to position a reflecting surface there.

It 9

also ~

means that all the r efraction is

produced by the front surface only and that the above equation becomes
invalide

A similar equation

surfaces only; i.ee 9 f :

Geometric Optics

-=

m~

r/d~le

be resolved for lenses having front
Here 3 also 9 when u' =

2.0 ~

f =re

In the preceeding discussion and in the previous

photo graphs 9 considerable importance has been attributed to focal-point
calculations and the spacing of the reflecting surfacee

It is important
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to call attention here to the f act that these focal-len gth formulas have
been resolved f or paraxial rays, those which pass undeviated through t he
center of curvature.

They are, therefore, based upon a series of assump-

tions which introduce appreciable error with the greater obliquity of the
r ays ..

In other wo rds, t here is no discrete point of' convergence f or all

t he rays entering the sphere.,

This optical imperfection in lens es is

called spherical aberration.

Consequently t he only straight fo rward

method of analyzing the optical sy stems for reflectorization, to be considered subsequently, is to trace the path of the light throu gh t he
systems, applying Snell's
In Figures

3,

4,

and

l ~r

5;

of ref raction to each surface.

both the front and rear surfaces are re-

fracting wi th respect t o air.

Actually, t hey are suspended i n air , and

only by assignin g a refractive index of unity to the air is it possible
t o r esolve t he simplified equations above.

B.y usi ng Snell•s l aw any ray

of light may be traced t hrough any series of reflecti ng media by geometric
co nstruction; or, more specifical ly, by geometric optics.
ma~r t)e

Snell's law

writ ten as :
sin I
sin R
wher e I

=angl e

R

=angle

=

u'
u

of incidence, with respect t o t he
normal to t he boundary-surface

of refraction, or the angle made
with respect to the normal after cross' ing t he boundary

u'= r ef rac t i ve i ndex of t he medium the r ~
i s entering.
u

=refr active

i ndex of the medium the

is leaving .

1.5

r~
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I

Of course, when u i is equal to unity, as for air, the equation reduces
to its more simple form:
Sin I
Sin R

u'

Refractive indices for unknown media have to be determined experimentally by standard methods.

In these t heoretical analyses, the appropriate

values for refractive indices are assumed and do not represent aqy specific
material.

Optical Design of Reflex Reflectors -- The design of a reflex reflecting
system is limited in a practical way by the mechanics involved in
fabricating the system for use on a sign.

actual~

Obviously the spheres can not

be suspended in front of the sign as they are shown in Figures),

4,

and

5.

It is pr actical, both optically and mechanically, to imbed them to at
least t heir equatorial plane in a suitable binder, incorporating them as
an integral part of the surface.

Figure 6 illustrates one of the simplest

and most practical designs imminently suited for hi ghway signs.
rally,

Structu-

at least, this cross-sectional view is comparable to t he surface

shown by the photomicrograph in Figure 2.
general category of optical designs.

Otherwise, it describes a

The most significant feature in the
~'

geometric construction of this optical sy stem is the angle

which re-

presents t he deviation of the returning ray from true parallel reflection.
I t will be recalled from earlier treatment, based on performance criteria,
that only the light returned within a di vergence angle of
of any use to the driver .

4-1/2°

In this qvstem , that angle is d.

can be

Fortunat ely,

I+ (18 0° -I)+ oc::: + ( 18 0°- I+ aC) + e = 360°
9=I-20C
cC= I- 2R

',

''
I

•

'

d =1-e
d=2<

d =2I -4
Fig . 6:

sin-•c;

I )

Schematic diagram showing cross-sectional view of a glass sphere imbedded in a
pigmented binder and the geometric construction of the path of a single ray of
light through the system.
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due to the simplicity of the system, angle

l

~

and

~can

be equated in terms of

and it is, otherwise, independent of the radius and focal length

of the sphere.

Accordingly, the efficiency of the system

with respect to the specific property of the glass,

u~

m~

be tested

From the develop-

ment shown in Figure 6, where
d = 2I - 4sin··l

( sin I )

u.t

~may be calculated f0r any value of I and u'o

Figure 7 shows a group of theoretically calculated curves relating
d to I for selected values of

~ranging

from lo50 to 2.00.

It is signi-

fic ant to note that the angles of incidence contributing useful reflection
are those angles corresponding to that portion of the respective curves
lying within the bracketed region of 4-1/2° positive or negative divergence.
Of

course~

light .

the sign of the divergence is extraneous to the utility of the

From f ur ther examination of the curves, it seems that minimum

divcr ~ence

is achieved when u'= 2e00 which is favorable t o extremely long

viewing conditions where the useful di vergent angle i s 1/2° or less.,
H~er~

by sacrif icing some of the efficiency for those extreme conditions,

a somewhat greater portion of the lens surface becomes useful and the
curves cross the zero-divergence line at two angles of inc idence.
In this interpretation of the curves, two other f eatures of spherical
lense_s must be considered.,

First:

seventy-five percent of the equivalent

normal surface of the sphere lies within the 6QO angle of incidence.
Second:

the fraction of incident light reflec ted without entering the

surf ace of the lens remains fairly constant to 60° i ncidence but increases

9

-ll

sharply at greater angleso Within these
ence of

~'

bounda~

angles, even the influ-

within the range of 1.50 to 2.00, on the fraction of light lost

by surficial reflection is less than one-tenth of all the light received.
These two features establish the boundaries of useful lens surface at approximately 60° incidenceo

Therefore, those portions of the curves for incidence

angles greater than 60° should be disregarded.

The angle

!

in all of the

foregoing discussion refers to the angle a ray of light makes with respect
to the normal to the surface of the sphere and should not be confused with
the angle which the driver's eyes and the headlamps of his car make with
the plane of the sign on the highway.

That angle is to be discussed in

the following paragraph.
From further inspection of the diagram in Figure 6, it mqy be noted
that t he central CL"'<is, there shown as normal to the plane of the sign, may
be rotated about the center of curvature of the sphere until the 60° maximum
incidence angle just grazes the binder without impairing the efficiency of
the syst em at all.,

This means, of course, that the plane of the sign may

be ro t ated through an angle of 30

0

to the driver and headlamps without

sacrificing any of the reflex efficiency of the sign..

At angles greater

than 30° , the binder obscures more and more of the useful aperture of the
lens.,
In contrast to the system already de s cribed, Figure 8 illustrates
another system which utilizes the longer focal length lenses and which
functionally comparable to the optical system illustrated by Figure

~

4o

In this diagram, the sphere is envisaged as being imbedded in a transparent

medium and properly spaced in front of the reflecting surface shovrn by the

2
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shaded area in the drawing.

Here the incident ray is first refracted at

the air-glass interface, then at the glass-spacer interface, is reflected
and returns in a non-symetrical manner back across the two
interfaces.

This system is complicated by a multiplicity of dependent

variables which def.y resolution and simplification.
and

~·'

~efracting

When

I

~

for the glass

for the spacing medium are known, any incident ray may be traced

through the system by geometric construction as shown in the figure, regardless of the inclination of the central axis through the sphere to the
reflecting surface which is in the plane of the mgn.
for fixed values of r and s.

That is true only

Again from earlier consideration, it will be

recalled that, for zero inclination of the central axis, ::. +
approximately equal to the f ocal length of the sphere.

~

should be

However, due to

spherical aberration, greater efficiency is realized for zero inclination
when::.+~

is slightly less than

th~

focal length.

Each inclination then

i ntroduces an entirely differ-ent set of circumstanceso
In general, the desi gn illustrated in Figure 8 seems to be more efficient for near normal orientation of the driver and headlamps with respect
to the plane of the sign.

·Also, it is only by the use of a diffusing-type

ref lecting surface behind the spheres that it is possible to preserve
reflex characteristics through greater angles of inclinationo

These funda-

mental imperfections arise from the association of plane md spheri cal
surf aceso

In this particular design, the use of the plane reflecting surface

is recognized as a construction expediencyo

It m~ be re garded, t hen, as a

prac t ical modification of a more fundamental system in which the plane r ef l eeting surf ace replaces a spheri cal surface having a radius approximately

''

' ',

''

''

.Transparent
Spacer
'

Refractive lndex • Jl'

I
I
I

I

Fig. 8:

Cross-sectional diagram showing a single glass sphere imbedded in a transparent spacing
medium overlying a plane reflecting surface . The geometric construction of the path
taken by a single ray of light through the system is also shown.

'

''

Air

p= I

cc= I'-2R+ I-~

. -•(sinl)
R =sm-

I

p' .

~-_r_
sin I' - (r+s)
(r + s) sin 4> = r sin I'

sin I' =i.

p"
sin R = sin I
sin R

p~

/
/

/

/

/

-/

.

· / · r • rodius of sphere
'

e+I80°-2R+2R-I+2c:C= 180°
e=I-2cx:
d=2c:C
Fig. 9:

. ~•(sin
I ' =sm
y I)

"' _Sin·-• (ru sinr+SI~
'll,-

11 (

)

2

I)

d =21 -4sin•LsiniJ- 2·.sin'(r sin 1) + sin' (sin11
\ p•
p"lr+s)
jJ

Diagram showing the basic optical design corresponding to the system
illus trated in Figure 8 .
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equal

to~+~·

Accordingly, a similar system having a spherical reflec-

ting surface would be capable of accommodating almost any angle of inclination,

~'without

disrupting the symmetry of the system.

This corres-

ponding fundamental design is illustrated by Figure 9 where it is shown
that the former

complex~~

of variables has been eliminated.

Now, the divergence angle,

~'

may be equated for this system too.

Accordingly:

When

ut

d

= utt

= 2I

Also, when s

. - 1 { UT(Y+s;
r sin I J
2sin- 1 ( s ui , I .) - 2s~n

=0

~ ::: 2I - 4sin-l ·( sin I )

u'

which i

the basic equation for the first design illustrated by Fisure 6.

Horizontal Surfaces -- Reflectoriz ation is an effort to compensate for some
of t he inadequacies connected wi th night-driving visibility.

It

~s

oorne-

out by experience that ref l ectorized horizontal surfaces such as centerline
s tri pes suffer considerable loss in efficiency during moderate to heavy
rains.

This loss is unfortunate because it occurs under critical conditions

of visibility when drivers need to be compensated the most.

The possibility

of incorporating additional compensation into t he optical design of the
ref l ectorizing systems offers and interesting and practical applic ation of

4

the previously discussed theories.
In Figure

respect to air.

6, the glass sphere is considered to be refracting with
By imagining such a surface oriented horizontally and

the sphere completely inundated by a film of water, the sphere would no
longer be refracting with respect to a medium where u

1.33.

=1

but where u

~

In order to preserve the same refractive efficiency of the glass

sphere, the ratio the sines of I and R would have to remain constant.
Suppose, for instance, that the optimum ratio of sin I to sin R
is taken as 1.90; then uYu
of t he glass and u

~ndex

must equal 1.90.

If u1 is the refractive

the r efractive index of the water, 1J3; then

u1 would have to be equal to 2.50.
Contrasting these theoretically ideal conditions with a reflectorizing system using ordinary glass have a refractive index of approximat ely

1.50 with res pec t to air; when inundated by water, the ratio of sin I to
sin R is no longer equal to 1.50 but is 1.13 which is little , i f any,
better t han no refraction at all.

So, even to preserve a ratio of 1.50

to compensate the system for water inundation, t he refractive index of
the glass would have to be increased to 2.00o
Theoretically, at +east, horizontal surfaces could be compensated
for inlindat i on by incorporating some of tho se more highly refractive
glasses with t hos e considered optimum for normal we ather conditions; provid~d,

of course, the more highly refractive glasses were available.

Such

theoretical conjectures as this exemplify the possibilities for further
modification and refinement of reflex optical systems.
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